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Vision

a Blockchain-based Financial ecosystem

Preface

Dear Community,
 
We take great pride in presenting you with the
second Dusk Network Biannual Report of
2021. 


The Dusk Network project has seen growing
enthusiasm since our last biannual report. Our
community is expanding day
 by day, and
feature requests from companies are
 pouring
in. The demand for DeFi and NFTs is
 surging,
growing the importance of on-chain data
privacy
and
zero-knowledge
powered
scalability.


Dusk Network is creating the first-ever privacy
blockchain for financial assets. Through a
combination
of
Zero-Knowledge
Proof
technology & breakthrough cryptography,
Dusk Network is approaching the launch of an
infrastructure set to catapult capital markets
into the 21st century.


Over the past 6 months, we’ve released
multiple Research Papers, showcasing the
breakthroughs that power Dusk Network.

We’ve published a myriad of Release
Candidate libraries, opening up the inner
workings of the upcoming Testnet. Monthly
Development
Updates
have
continued
unabated. And now we’ve made every step of
our development public through GitHub.


All the while, our focus remains on delivering
on the potential of Dusk Network. We’re
rethinking privacy and finance, and gaining the
re-build
the
financial
momentum
to
ecosystem.
 
These are exciting times, as we work towards
the launch of
 Testnet on February 1st, 2022.
We are looking
 forward to onboarding the
early adopters and
 testers. They will help us
ensure the next
 million people to follow in
their footsteps, can
 securely experience the
most advanced zero-knowledge
 blockchain in
the world.


Enjoy the read,

Dusk Network Team

RE-THINK PRIVACY.

GO PUBLIC.

Vision
We envision a liberated financial industry that
provides equal opportunity for organizations
of all sizes to secure capital, trade assets, and
access a full spectrum of financial services. 


We execute on this vision by advancing the
first permissionless blockchain for the
issuance, trading, and management of
programmable digital assets that keeps
confidential information private and meets
today’s industry compliance standards.

re - Build Finance

Rebuilding finance is just the start. By giving
visionary developers access to our privacypreserving public blockchain, the potential
breakthroughs are limitless.

Evolve ownership
Decentralize Financing
Liberate Capital

our Past six months
Selected events from the Dusk Ecosystem

June
1, 2021 | Dusk Grants
Dusk Network opens Helios, a grants
program, in a call for talent to boost
blockchain impact on the future of finance.
Projects and individuals can apply for
grants in the categories of research,
ecosystem tooling & infrastructure, and
applications & use-cases.

24, 2021 | Boarding NPEX’s COC
Business director Jelle Pol joins stock
exchange NPEX’s Council of Commissioners. This follows Dusk’s earlier share
acquisition to innovate the exchange.

September
16, 2021 | Team growth
Dusk recently hired six more blockchain
experts. Two of them alumni researchers
from the University of Pompeu Fabra
(Barcelona), and four highly-skilled
Distributed System developers.

30, 2021 | Payment in DUSK
The Next Web, a subsidiary of the Financial
Times, accepts payment in DUSK for this
year’s conference.
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23, 2021 | Novel Research Paper
Official
release of Reinforced Concrete
Research Paper, co-authored by Dusk’s lead
cryptographer Dmitry Khovratovich. The
paper represents a massive leap for ZKfriendly hashing, greatly affecting the
scalability and speed of zero-knowledge
processes and verifiable computation.

October

22, 2021 | PLONKup Integration
Dusk Network moves the integration of the
ultra-new proof system PLONKup forward,
adding it to its public Testnet release
February 1st, 2022.

Technology
Powering Innovation

A new Blockchain
Dusk Network is a next-generation blockchain
designed for Confidential Smart Contracts. At
the

heart

of

Dusk

zero-knowledge

Network

proof

lies

system

PLONK:

that

the

provides

privacy on a public network, industrial-grade
performance, and scalability for all enterprises.

Privacy on a public
network
Through

Dusk

Network,

financial

institutions

have the opportunity to ensure data privacy
and meet compliance requirements on-chain.
This eliminates the major adoption hurdles of
public

networks:

data

leakage

and

intermediary costs.
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Technologies
Powering  
Dusk Network
PLONK Privacy &
Performance
Thanks to PLONK, the lightning fast standard
in zero-knowledge technologies, transactions
on Dusk Network benefit from confidentiality.

SBA Consensus Immediate
Settlement Finality
The Segregated Byzantine Agreement, our
unique Proof-of-Stake consensus mechanism,
delivers settlement finality. This is essential for
Security

Tokens

and

financial

dApps

that

require transactions to be final and irreversible
as soon as processed.

RUSK Privacy Smart
Contracts
RUSK

is

a

Confidential

Smart

Contract

platform that opens up the development for a
new

breed

of

powerful

decentralized

applications (dApps) and enables anyone to
program privacy-enabled smart contracts.

“With PLONK and Poseidon, there is already
a piece of Dusk running within practically
every major project using zero-knowledge
cryptography. Upon our imminent launch, the
astounding capabilities and implications of
Dusk Network will be fully revealed.” 


- Emanuele Francioni, Founder & Tech Lead

Regular computation
benchmarks

17x 


faster than Poseidon

300x 


faster than Rescue

100x 


faster than Sinsemilla

the latest ZCash design

Reinforced
Concrete Breaking
Speed Records
Zero-knowledge technology provides the tools
needed to create transaction proofs (or
disclosures), while at the same time keeping
the confidential contents of the transaction
private. These capabilities open up new usecases in blockchain that were previously
impossible. 
 
Dusk Network’s hashing algorithm, Reinforced
Concrete, is one of these breakthrough
technologies. When it comes to performance,
Reinforced Concrete stands head and
shoulders above its competition.

“This function enables the most efficient in-circuit
zero-knowledge hashing to date. We’re now able to
benefit from decades of public scrutiny and usage
to outperform the current industry standards.” 


- Dmitry Khovratovich, Lead Cryptographer

PLONKup
Outperforming
Zero-Knowledge
PLONKup is the evolution of the PLONK zeroknowledge

proof

system,

enriched

with

PLOOKUP. By synergizing PLONKup with the
Reinforced Concrete hashing algorithm, we’ve
achieved

a

level

of

optimization

that

outperfoms PLONK.



By combining PLONK and PLOOKUP, we’ve
broken

down

the

doors

to

recursive

knowledge proofs.

PLONK

PLOOKUP
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Testnet
Public Launch of DayBreak

Public Testnet
Launch

February 1st, 2022

‘DayBreak’

Block Explorer
With the Block Explorer, the community can
find all relevant information about the state of
the network. It provides insights into network
statistics such as the number of consensus
participants, gas prices, the most recent block,
and more.

Open to everyone
As Dusk Network is a public, permissionless
blockchain, participants from all over the
world can partake in its consensus and be part
of the economy of nodes that powers the
network.

Keep your secrets
Since the network automatically preserves
user- and transactional privacy, the block
explorer is limited in what it can reveal.
However, the owner of a transaction has the
capability to obtain a viewkey and use it to
decrypt their transactions. This can also be
used for auditability purposes regarding the
tokens that the user transferred.

Digital Finance

Transforming Markets through privacy

“Our network’s unique capabilities create
modern, private funding options. This way,
we’re opening up investment opportunities
to a whole new category of investors. We
want everyone - from customers to superfans
to the general investment public - to be able
to invest in the companies of the future.”


- Jelle Pol, Founder & Business Director

Rebuilding 

Capital Markets
The institutions responsible for today’s capital
markets have built their business models
around solving market inefficiencies. Over the
last decade they’ve become increasingly
unwilling to innovate. To spur financial
inclusivity, flexibility, and liquidity, we need to
liberate capital, and re-build the market to be
digital, cost-effective, and interconnected.

No blockchain Adoption
without Privacy
Blockchain allows companies to manage and
track assets, and make complex interactions
across large business ecosystems. However,
public blockchains pose privacy concerns,
making them unsuitable for traditional
financial use-cases. 
 
Dusk Network solves this.

  
Dusk Network facilitates privacy in transaction
data, so companies can incorporate varying
levels of blockchain technology without the
fear of exposing confidential data. In addition,
the network is built to comply with MiFID II
requirements for financial instruments, such as
providing direct settlement finality of
transactions, and trusted disclosures for
auditability and compliance purposes.

Ensuring Privacy
Metaverse Case
Study
The Metaverse is depicted as a complete
digital world in which virtual experiences can
effectively
replace
their
real-world
counterparts. It is a proposed expansion to
existing internet technologies. It is also a
prospective treasure trove of data, and the
larger digital plaforms are already staking their
claim.

A Public Metaverse
To experience true digital freedom in the
Metaverse, people should have control of their
digital identities and assets, moving freely and
independently. Instead, companies aim to
write the guidelines of our digital presence.


To ensure digital freedom, people should be
able to retain their privacy. Time and time
again we’ve seen that we cannot rely on
centralized platforms to guard sensitive
information.

Privacy Matters
Enter
Zero-Knowledge
Proofs.
ZKPs
revolutionize the concept of privacy. They
enable people to engage with each other in
the Metaverse, communicate, trade, and store
items publicly, while retaining their privacy. 

  
This way, when you are taking your first steps
into the Metaverse, it’s on your terms.

Partners
Shared Goals

Partners
We are excited to work together with the
industry’s brightest minds to tap into the
power of zero-knowledge and re-think privacy
on a public network. Dare to join us?

Financials
A Runway Beyond 2024

Financials
$ 25,458,849

7.1 %
Fiat


19%
30%
18%
25%
10%
42%
11%
24%

19.8 %
73.1 %
Stablecoin

DUSK

& other

Assets held as of September 30th, 2021 had a
total market value of 25.5 million USD. The
asset portfolio is largely expressed in DUSK
(73.1%). With respect to the position in fiat
and stablecoins, we report an increase of 6.6%
compared to six months ago. 


In addition, Dusk Network holds fiat with
several banks in multiple jurisdictions (87%
EUR, 13% USD), while other investments are
predominantly USD stablecoins (96%). 



51%

In a cryptocurrency market that can be
perceived as volatile, Dusk Network is not
depending on any of its native token reserves
for continued development into 2024. 



Q1

2021

57%

As we work our way towards Testnet launch on
February 1st, 2022 the majority of quarterly
expenditures flow directly into tech
development.



Q2

2021

48%

Q3

2021

65%

2020

Tech Development
Business Dev. & Marketing
Other (HR, Finance, Legal, etc.)

In Q2, the first Dusk Conference increased
spending on Business Development &
Marketing. In that same quarter, we shifted
into a fully remote organization, resulting in a
lower spend on office space.

grants received
The majority of our quarterly expenditures go
directly into tech development. Our
commitment to technical excellence has led to
significant breakthroughs in the field of zeroknowledge cryptography, as well as the
publication of many important libraries. 


Such breakthroughs make Dusk Network an
excellent candidate for research grants.


Digital Finance Labs

MIT Noord-Holland

A share in a 7M USD grant has been allocated
to us, with the purpose to create an education
platform in collaboration with Investor Ready.
It aims to make it easier for businesses to learn
and adopt Security Tokens.

A share in a 5M USD grant has been allocated
to us by Uitvoerings-regeling Subsidie MKB
Innovatiestimulering Topsectoren (MIT)
Noord-Holland to research the feasibility of an
NFT standard built on top of Dusk Network.

Staking

Securing & Earning

Provisioner
Staking
Staking by numbers

As a permissionless and decentralized network
with a Proof-of-Stake-based consensus, Dusk
Network requires a healthy set of consensus

400+


participants to secure and bolster the network. 



days Active

By staking, participants show their dedication
and

56%


willingness

to

further

support

Network.

Pool Growth over

the past six months

17.5%


DUSK supply Locked

Be part of the Dusk Network community


Be an early adopter of cutting-edge financial technology


Earn competitive rewards

Stake today

Dusk

Dusk Grants
Funding the future

Helios Dusk
Grants Program

Our aim with Helios is to engage projects,
developers, and researchers in accelerating
the growth and accessibility of the Dusk
Network blockchain. More than anything, it is
a call for talent to boost blockchain impact on
the future of finance, with a focus on three
categories:

Ecosystem Tooling & Infrastructure

After network launch, the Community Development Fund (CDF)
secures the long-term future of Dusk Network. To speed things up,
projects can apply for pre-launch funding to create valuable
ecosystem tooling and infrastructure.

Research Papers

Research and development go hand in hand, and Dusk’s core team
understands how challenging it can be to advance cutting-edge
technologies. That is why we are excited to contribute to the next
generation of visionaries capable of pushing technology forward.

Applications & Use-Cases

The usefulness of a Layer-1 network can only be measured by the
quality of applications that it operates and the number of end-users
that stand to benefit. That is why we fund projects targeting a variety
of real-word use-cases and demonstrating a high potential for driving
mainstream adoption.

Opportunities are endless

e have publicized grant opportunities that
we think are most beneficial to the Dusk
ecosystem. Visit the Dusk Grant Portal for
more information.
W

Application Flow
Inquiry Form

Formal Proposal

Inquiry Form
If you are interested in a grant opportunity,
the first step is the Inquiry Form. Based on the
information you provide, we’ll assess the
application and decide whether to continue
the process.

Formal Proposal
Evaluation

If the conversation moves forward, the team
will start the formal proposal process. Besides
project details (team structure, main concept,
status, roadmap, impact), you’re also asked to
scope the use of requested resources.

Tech Deep-Dive
Tech deepdive

After evaluation, the formal proposal will go
through a technical review. We will invite you,
alongside Dusk experts, to talk through
technicalities. Be prepared!

Evaluation
Funding decision

Onboarding

The Dusk team will be in close contact to
provide initial feedback and concerns, as well
as brainstorm the best ways to fit the agile
workflow and scope requested resources.

Funding Decision
Once the review process is completed, the
Dusk team makes a final call on whether to
fund the application. This includes the amount
of funding and allocation milestones.

Grant Applicants
Since the launch of the grant program, we
have received a total of 18 viable grant
applications. We allocated grant funding to
the

following

projects

in

the

Ecosystem

Tooling & Infrastructure and Research Papers
categories.

Rkyv

< 50k $

We’ve become a platinum sponsor of the rkyv (pronounced ‘archive’)
library. This supports the project and provides us with direct access to
its developers in return. rkyv is a deserialization framework built
entirely in the RUST programming language with a ‘zero-copy’
primary feature, which speeds up the network.

ZK Recursion

50k < 250k $

We are excited to announce funding for two alumni from the
University of Pompeu Fabra Barcelona. Our aim is to push Dusk
Network’s agenda towards Level-1 recursion, multi-block validation
via proof aggregation, ZK-squared rollups, and unbounded recursion.
Research into these areas is paramount to remain at the forefront of
zero-knowledge innovation.

ZKValidator

< 50k $

ZKValidator introduces a ZK Technology-focused Quadratic Funding
Grants Round as part of Gitcoin Grants: Round 12. The round is held
in collaboration with Polygon, Deversifi, Aztec, and Aleo. This is a
fantastic way to identify signals from within the community about the
most promising applications.

Dusk Network

Disclaimer
Dusk Network is a trading name of Dusk Network
B.V., a private company incorporated under the
laws of the Netherlands with registered offices at
Keurenplein 41 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands
("Dusk Network"). Dusk Network’s core business is
the development of a privacy blockchain for
financial applications, amongst others but not
limited thereto, the offering and trading of
digitalized financial products.


This Biannual Report is not Dusk Network's official
activity update and/or formal description of her
current business (activities). All the information in
this Biannual report is published in good faith and
for general information purposes only. Dusk
Network makes no claims, promises or guarantees
about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of
the contents of this Biannual Report and expressly
disclaims liability for errors and omissions in the
contents thereof.


Neither Dusk Network, nor its employees and
contractors make any warranty, expressed or
implied or statutory, including but not limited to
the warranties of non-infringement of third party
rights, title, and the warranties of merchantability
and fitness for a particular purpose with respect to
content available from the Biannual Report.
Neither does Dusk Network assume any legal
liability for any direct, indirect or any other loss or
damage of any kind for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information,
product, or process disclosed herein, and do not
represent that use of such information, product, or
process would not infringe on privately owned
rights.

